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Last year on an average day in early winter, turning all her preconceptions about romance ent as she describes interactions between main 
the Lance staff found itself in the company of and sex upside down. At the end of Anatomy of characters Dom and Guy. By trying to make Dom 
a very mysterious and unusual possession. a Boyfriend, Dominique has broken up with her and Guy's interactions so relatable, they unfor-
Set atop the computer tower, there lay a pink first real boyfriend, Wes. At the start of Anatomy tunately become overwhelmingly laughable. My 
hardback book with an image of a naked Barbie of a Single Girl, she is now in college and has personal favorite is their conversation about 
splayed across the cover. Anatomy of getting tested for STDs before they 
a Single Girl. Arrows pointed to the "go all the way." 
head, throat, hands, and feet of the The majority of the book is 
plastic doll, defining her as having comprised on predictable scenarios 
"no strings attached, a racing pulse, accompanied by embarrassing and 
feet that keep moving, and hands uncomfortable dialogue, most of 
that know when to let go." Espe- which everyone on Lance agrees is 
cially captivating was the arrow that not something that would normally 
pointed to the doll's "private area." be said in any given situation. The 
It read: "terra nova" meaning "new author is trying hard to understand 
land." the complexities of teenage interac-

Now it is important to understand tions, while most teens who read it 
that an artifact of this nature is not would agree that the characters are 
a common find in the Lance room, acting more like 13-year-olds than 

• 
so naturally, the cover was quickly 18-year-olds. The novel is painfully 
flung open and eager eyes ~xplored obvious, and most easily described as 

_ the 230 pages. Eventuall~ the staff "trying too hard:' 
. =-w~s forced to return to therespon- Standout Quotes from 
_ -~!!Jilities ofwrj__t!_ng a sehoolnews- L d . d' A Anatom•v of a s1·n1nfie Gl.rl.· 
- paper, and th~ bookwas-sounjorgotten. It spent anc~ stu ents enJOY rea mg nato my , , . ~· 
-· most of the following year:11nfting around the of a Single Gir! (Photo by Led a Colledge). "Sorry, Dom. I wasn't planning to kiss you 

~ :room, picked \liin free-time for a light read, but somewhat resigned herself to not falling in love 
- finding itself roHectlng an unfortunately thick with anyone again. At the Lee County Hospital 

layer of dust more often than not. The snow where Dom works as ari intern for the summer, 
melted and sunshine returned to our humble she meets Guy Davies who incites those familiar 
valley, greeting the soft grass and flowers as and exciting feelings of attraction. They embark 
they poked from the thawing earth, but still, the on a casual, sex-only relationship. The book is 
novel went unclaimed. a forced attempt to explore what the author 

It was not until early March, 2015, that it was thinks are the normal happenings of teen life. 
discovered that the novel was sent to Hellgate -- We see Dom work through the, "staple teen ex-
in 2013 by the author herself, hopeful that her periences" of not liking someone who is perfect 
work would end up in a review in the school for you, breaking up with someone who you 
newspaper. Well, Daria Snadowsky would be still love, and casually hooking up with some 

• pleased to know that I, the initial discoverer of "devastatingly cute" college frat boy because 
the book on the computer tower that cold win- you've given up on love and "just want to have 
ter day, will be doing just that. fun." Dom's whole experience is nauseatingly 

In Daria Snadowsky's sequel to Anatomy cliche, narrow minded, and amateur. Snadowsky 
~1 a Boyfriend, eighteen-year-old Dominique tries uncomfortably hard to appeal to her target 
·explores the relationship between love and lust, audience, and this becomes hilariously appar-

for the first time here. You're just so freakin' 
pretty, and under the moon, your hair's, like, 
on fire. We better stop though. I feel nervous 
mackin' on you with your parents inside. I 
don't want to risk them catching us."- Guy 
"But the biggest pro of going all the way is 
that my ex will no longer be the last guy I've 
done it with."- Dom 
"A big con is whether having sex with Guy 
could cause me to more than just like like 
Guy."- Dom . 
"The thing is, Dom, I don't want to risk blue 
balls. That hurts like a mother." -Guy 
"I could already tell, even in the dark, that 
Guy was bigger than my ex. I grinned." -Dom 
"I wonder how many penises will be inside 
me in my lifetime."- Dom 
"I also cancel my babysitting gigs this week. I 

know I promised myself never to do that, but I 
want to maximize my time with Guy."- Dom 


